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LochAnna  
Spring 2023 New 
Product Launch... 
We have some exciting new products to add to the LochAnna 
portfolio that are too good to wait until our next brochure launch!
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Ainsdale Collection
A beautiful slim framed woodgrain effect shaker kitchen available in six desirable finishes. 

Ainsdale offers a more budget-friendly alternative to a solid timber kitchen, whilst also boasting 

a range of accessories that allow you to create a beautiful, feature-rich kitchen. 

 

Mantles have working cupboards to store culinary essentials next to your cooker, whilst curved 

end posts create a softer aesthetic to your furniture. 

 

The simplicity of Ainsdale means that it can be styled equally effectively  

in a more modern design as in a traditional setting. 

Chalk Taupe Forest 

Indigo Light Grey Dust Grey

www.lochannakitchens.co.uk

Ainsdale 
Light Grey and Indigo 
 
The bold colour on the island is a beautiful contrast to the Light Grey. Curved end posts create a soft look, whilst the 
wine rack rail is a useful and coordinating addition to the Solutions Natural Oak open shelving.

See the main LochAnna price list for range pricing.

Lead 
Time 3 
Weeks
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Ainsdale 
Chalk and Indigo 
 
A working mantle includes cupboard space to store all your cooking essentials, whilst the  
Indigo Blue Eco Slabstone Splashback ties the colour scheme together beautifully.  
Tangent cornice and pelmet bridge the gap between modern and traditional perfectly.  
Handles: H1030 Antique Bronze Cup Handle, H1031 Antique Bronze Knob

Ainsdale Light Grey  
The full height doors on the blind corner larder are a beautiful feature usually  
only seen in more expensive kitchens.

Featured: The Quooker Flex Tap in Chrome
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Kirkham Collection
The beading detail around Kirkham's shaker frame really sets it apart and brings a touch of 

classic style to this woodgrain effect door. Available in seven on-trend finishes, Kirkham can be 

used to create an exquisite design at a fraction of the cost of a real wood shaker door. 

 

Beautiful trims and accessories can be used to elevate your design even further.  

Feature end posts can create a framed effect, skirting plinth adds a touch of opulence, whilst 

tongue and groove panels evoke the charm of a country kitchen. 

Chalk Taupe Forest 

Indigo Light Grey Dust Grey

Graphite

www.lochannakitchens.co.uk

See the main LochAnna 

price list for range pricing.

Kirkham 
Graphite 
 
The graphite colour choice creates real impact, whilst the skirting plinth and tongue and groove  
panels result in a feature-rich design. Skirting plinth skiffers add to the opulent feel of this kitchen. 
Handles: H1079 Brushed Nickel Knurled Bar Handle, H1078 Brushed Nickel Knurled Knob

Lead 
Time 3 
Weeks
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Kirkham 
Taupe and Forest 
 
The natural hue of Taupe works perfectly with the rich green of Forest.  
Glass dressers have been used to create a stunning display sideboard. 
Handles: H1079 Brushed Nickel Knurled Bar Handle, H1078 Brushed Nickel Knurled Knob

Kirkham Forest 
A beautiful display unit has been created using 500mm glass dressers sat on top of drawerline base units.
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Grained Spruce Green
Trends across our door collections have shown that green is a must-have, overtaking blue 

kitchens in popularity. Spruce Green is a beautiful rich hue that is absolutely on-trend and will 

help you bring the outside in at a budget-friendly price point.

Painted Collection  
The beauty of offering a colour matching service has been the insight it offers into the next big trends in 

colours! We believe that 2023 is going to be the year for red and black. Of course, being LochAnna we 

wanted the shades we chose to sit perfectly amidst our colour-palette...heritage rather than garish.

www.lochannakitchens.co.uk

Auburn is a beautiful, natural red tone with a hint of rust, whilst 
Soot is a deep and rich black that will satisfy even the most 
demanding ‘pitch black’ and ‘true black’ colour enthusiasts.

See the main LochAnna price list for pricing details. Price group 2.

New Colours – Auburn & Soot

See the main LochAnna price list for pricing details.

NEW

Oak White Ivory Cashmere Mussel Daker

Clarkwell Durham Elswick Faversham Georgian Profile Strato Thistleton Washington

Door styles that are available in these colours

Stone Grey Dove Grey Dust Grey Graphite Sea Blue Indigo

Spruce Green

Lead 
Time 4 
Weeks

Lead 
Time 5 
Weeks



Skirting Plinth Skiffers
Our skirting and stepped plinth is becoming increasingly popular in our painted collections, and 

with the introduction of this feature in Ainsdale and Kirkham, this will only grow. Due to the 

nature of the plinth however, external mitre joints can be at risk of more wear and tear than 

standard, set-back plinth. Our skiffers are a practical, protective fitting that have the bonus of 

being beautiful and elevating the look of the overall kitchen design. Available in three colours, 

you can match these to other hardware in the kitchen to create a coherent design.

Door Jointing Plates
As a necessity in kitchen fitting, door jointing plates aren’t often considered in too much detail. 

However we were keen to introduce an option that passed the ‘so what’ test. We have two sizes 

in total, both of which have a nib at the rear to maintain a 2mm gap between the items being 

joined and ensure consistency with neighbouring doors.

Dimensions: 75mm x 30mm x 30mm 

Supplied with 6 coordinating screws  |  £27 each 
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Antique Brass Bronze Pewter

43mm 

£4 each 

105mm 

£4 each 

(cannot be used on Profile doors) 
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